LOTUS HOLIDAYS
Taking you places you’ve always dreamed of

Your Egyptian Tour Specialists

where it all begins

2014 - 2015

EA - A Taste Of Egypt
Day 1 Tuesday - En Route: An overnight flight from with its famous Hypostyle hall, the statue of Ramses
Toronto to Cairo.
II, the Obelisk of of Queen Hatshepsut. Overnight on
Day 2 Wednesday - Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo board the cruise in Luxor. (BLD)

airport you will be met by our representative assisted Day 7 Monday - Cruise: After breakfast, you will
through formalities and transferred to your Hotel.
visit Horus Temple, which is one of the three beautiful
Day 3 Thursday - Cairo: visit Memphis, the City of Ptolemaic period temples. Enjoy and relax as you
the God Ptah and the capital of the oldest kingdom in pass the villages along the Nile. Sail through the locks
the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the Statue of Esna. Continue to Luxor and overnight. (BLD)
of Ramses II exist, Saqqara where the Unas Pyramid
is located, King Zoser Step Pyramid, Mastaba Tomb
of Ti. In the afternoon you will visit the great Pyramids
of Giza, one of the seven wonders of the ancient
world. and the mysterious Sphinx, a colossal lion with
a pharaoh’s. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)

Day 8 Tuesday - Luxor/Cairo: Disembark in the
morning and transfer to Luxor Airport for a short flight
to Cairo. Arrival Cairo and transfer to your hotel. (B)
Day 9 Wednesday - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian
Museum, which houses a magnificent collection of
Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures
of Tut Ankh Amun. Visit Old Cairo, the Citadel of
Salah Al Din and Mohamed Ali Mosque, with its
magnificent panoramic view of Cairo. Continue to visit
the Moallaqa Church and the Ben Ezra Synagogue.
If you wish to browse and shop, your tour will stop at
the Khan El Khalili Bazaar displaying and selling all
types of orintal goods. (BL)

Day 4 – Friday – Cruise: Transfer in the morning to
Cairo Airport for your flight to Aswan. Arrival Aswan
Transfer to your Nile Cruise for embarkation. Sail
on an Egyptian felucca passing by the Elephantine
Island, view the Botanical Gardens with its exotic
plants and the Aga Khan Mausoleum. After lunch
you will Visit the High Dam, the Granite Quarries and
Philae Temple. Sail to Kom Ombo. Enjoy the fine view Day 10 Thursday - Enroute: Transfer to Cairo Airport
of the immortal Nile until arrival for a visit to Sobek very early in the morning for your departure. (B)
Temple. Sail to Edfu and overnight. (BLD)
Day 5 Saturday – Cruise: After breakfast , you will
visit Horus Temple, which is one of the three beautiful
ptolemic period temples. Enjoy and relax as you pass
the villages along the Nile. Sail through the locks of
Esna. Continue to Luxor and overnight. (BLD)
Day 6 Sunday Cruise: Your sightseeing in Luxor
will include the West Bank (Thebes) where there are
some of the richest treasures in the world, the Tomb
of Tut Ankh Amun and other royal tombs in the Valley
of the Kings. You will be able to visit some of these
tombs as well some of the beautiful colored tombs
of the Valley of the Queens. You continue to visit
Hatsheput’s temple at Dier El Bahari and the Colossi
of Memnon. After lunch you will the great Luxor
Temple and the magnificent Karnak Temple of Amon

Cairo Short Stay
Day 1 - Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo. Overnight at
Hotel. (B)
Day 2 - Cairo: In the morning visit Memphis, the City
of the God Ptah and the capital of the oldest kingdom
in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the
Statue of Ramses II exist, Saqqara where the famous
Unas Pyramid is located, King Zoser Step Pyramid,
Mastaba Tomb, continue to visit the great Pyramids of
Giza, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world.
Nearby is the mysterious Sphinx, a colossal lion with
a pharaoh’s. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)
Day 3 - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum, which
houses a magnificent collection of Pharaonic
antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut
Ankh Amun. Proceed to Old Cairo to visit the Citadel
of Salah Al Din and Mohamed Ali Mosque. Continue
to visit the Moallaqa Church and the Ben Ezra
Synagogue, the oldest Jewish synagogue in Egypt.
If you wish to browse and shop, your tour will stop at
the Khan El Khalili Bazaar displaying and selling all
types of oriental goods. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)
Day 4 - Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo. Overnight at
Hotel. (B)
Day 5 - Cairo: After breakfast you will check out of
your Hotel.
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EA2 - HIGHLIGHTS OF EGYPT
Day 1 Saturday - En Route: An overnight flight from Egyptian felucca passing by the Elephantine Island,
view the Botanical Gardens on the Kitchener Island
Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 Sunday – Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo Airport, with its exotic plants and the Aga Khan Mausoleum.
you will be met by our representative assisted through After lunch you will visit the High Dam, the Granite
Quarries to the Philae Temple. Sail to Kom Ombo.
formalities and transferred to Hotel.
Enjoy the fine view of the immortal Nile. Visit to Sobek
Day 3 Monday – Cairo: After breakfast visit Memphis, Temple, which offer beautiful murals and reliefs. Sail
the city of the God Ptah and the capital of the oldest to Edfu and overnight. (BLD)
kingdom in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and
the statue of Ramses II exists, Saqqara where the Day 6 Saturday – Cruise: Visit the Horus Temple,
famous Unas Pyramid is located, King Zoser Step which is one of the three beautiful temples of the
Ptolemaic periods. Sail through the locks of Esna.
Pyramid. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)
Continue to Luxor and overnight. (BLD)
Day 4 Tuesday Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum,
which houses a magnificent collection of Pharaonic Day 7 Sunday – Cruise: Visit the West Bank, the
antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut Valley of the Kings. Also, visit some of these tombs
Ankh Amun. Visit Old Cairo, the Citadel of Salah Al as well some of the beautiful tombs of the Valley of
Din and Mohamed Ali Mosque, with its magnificent the Queens. Continue to visit Hatshepsut’s funerary
panoramic view of Cairo. Continue to visit the temple and the Colossi of Memnon. After lunch you
Moallaqa Church and the Ben Ezra Synagogue. If will visit the great Luxor Temple and the magnificent
you wish to browse and shop, your tour will stop at Karnak Temple of Amon, the statue of Ramses II, and
the Khan El Khalili Bazaar displaying and selling all the Obelisk of Queen Hatshepsut. Overnight aboard
the cruise in Luxor. (BLD)
types of orintal goods. (BL)

Day 10 Wednesday – Luxor / Cairo: Day at leisure
in Luxor. Transfer to Luxor Airport for a short flight to
Cairo. Arrival Cairo and transfer to hotel. Overnight
at Hotel. (B)
Day 11 Thursday – Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo .
Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 12 Friday - Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo .
Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 13Saturday - En Route: Transfer to Cairo airport
early in the morning for your departure. (B)

Day 5 Wednesday Cairo: Aswan: Transfer to Cairo Day 8 Monday – Luxor: Disembark in the morning,
Airport for flight to Aswan. Arrival and balance of day Transfer to your hotel in Luxor. Day at leisure.
Overnight at Hotel. (B)
at leisure. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 7 Friday – Cruise: Transfer from your hotel Day 9 Tuesday – Luxor : Day at leisure in Luxor.
to Nile Cruise for embarkation. You will sail on an Overnight at Hotel. (B)

EA3 - EGYPTIAN ADVENTURE & ALEXANDRIA
Day 1 Saturday - En Route: An overnight flight from a visit to Sobek Temple, which offer beautiful murals
Toronto to Cairo.
and reliefs. Sail to Edfu and overnight. (BLD)
Day 16 Friday - En Route: Transfer to Cairo airport
Day 2 Sunday - Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo Airport, Day 6 Saturday - Cruise: Visit the Horus Temple, one in the evening for your departure. (B)
you will be met by our representative assisted through of three beautiful Ptolemaic Temples. Sail through
formalities and transferred to Hotel.
the locks of Esna. overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 3 Monday - Cairo: Visit Memphis, the capital of
the oldest kingdom in the world where the Alabaster
Sphinx and the statue of Ramses II exists, Saqqara
where the famous Unas Pyramid is located, King
Zoser Step Pyramid. In the afternoon, you will visit
the great Pyramids of Giza, one of the seven wonders
of the ancient world and the mysterious Sphinx.
Overnight at Hotel. (BL)

Day 7 Sunday – Cruise: Visit theValley of the Kings
and Queens in the West Bank. Continue to visit
Hatshepsut’s temple at Dier El Bahari and the Colossi
of Memnon. Visit the great Luxor Temple and the
magnificent Karnak Temple of Amon with Hypostyle
hall and the 134 huge columns, the statue of Ramses
II, the Obelisk of Queen Hatshepsut and the Sacred
Lake. Overnight on board the cruise in Luxor. (BLD)

Day 4 Tuesday - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum,
which houses a collection of Pharaonic antiquities,
especially the golden treasures of Tut Ankh Amun.
Visit Old Cairo, Mohamed Ali Mosque and the
Cairo Citadel, the Moallaqa Church and the Ben
Ezra Synagogue. Shop at Khan El Khalili Bazaar.
Overnight at hotel (BL)

Day 8 Monday - Luxor: Disembark, Balance of day
at leisure in Luxor. Overnight at Hotel. (B)

Day 5 Friday – Cruise: Transfer from your hotel to
your Nile Cruise. Sail on an Egyptian felucca in Aswan
passing by the Elephantine Island, view the Botanical
Gardens on the Kitchener Island with its exotic and
rare plants and the Aga Khan Mausoleum. After lunch
you will visit the High Dam, the Granite Quarries and
Philae Temple. Sail to Kom Ombo. Enjoy fine views
of the immortal Nile until arrival to Kom Ombo for

Day 11 Thursday – Alexandria: Day of leisure in
Alexandria exploring the city known as the Pearl of
the Mediterranean. Overnight at hotel. (B)

Day 9 Tuesday – Luxor / Cairo / Alexandria: Day
at leisure in Luxor. Transfer in the afternoon to Luxor
Airport for your flight to Cairo and travel by roard to
Alexandria. Overnight at your hotel. (B)

Day 10 Wednesday – Alexandria: In Alexandria
Day 5 Wednesday - Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo. visit the new Library of Alexandria, one of modern
Overnight at Hotel. (B)
architectures greatest marvel. Visit the Catacombs of
Day 4 Thursday – Cairo: Transfer to Cairo Airport Kom El Shuqafa, and the Roman Amphitheatre, you
for your flight to Aswan. Arrival Aswan and transfer to will be directed to the under water site in the Eastern
Hotel. Day at leisure. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Port of the newly discovered Cleopatra Temple and
Day 4 Thursday – Aswan: Day at leisure in Aswan. Pompey’s Pillar which was erected in honor of The
Emperor. Overnight at hotel. (B)
Overnight at Hotel. (B)

Day 12 Friday – Alexandria / Cairo: Return to Cairo.
in time for your return flight to Toronto. (B)
Day 13 Saturday – Enroute: Early flight to Toronto.
(B)
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Write Something Noteworthy Up Here
EB - Wonders of the Pharoh

Day 1 Thursday – En Route: An overnight flight from magnificent Karnak Temple of Amun with its famous
Hypostyle Hall, the Statue of Ramses II, the Obelisk
Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 Friday - Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo airport of Queen Hatsheput’s. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
you will be met by our representative and transferred Day 6 Tuesday – Cruise: Visit West Bank. You will
visit some on the tombs in the Valley of Kings, and
to hotel. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 3 Saturday – Cairo: Visit Memphis, where the Valley of Queens, Hatshepsut’s Temple at Dier El
Alabaster Sphinx and the statue of Ramses II exists, Bahari and the Colossi of Memnon. Sail through the
Saqqara where the famous Unas Pyramid is located, locks of Esna to Edfu and Overnight. (BLD)
King Zoser Step Pyramid, Mastaba Tomb of TI. In
the afternoon, you will visit the great Pyramids of
Giza, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world.
Nearby is the mysterious Sphinx, a colossal lion with
a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)

Day 7 Wednesday - Cruise: visit the Horus Temple
of Edfu, one of the three beautiful temples of the
Ptolemaic Period. Sail to Kom Ombo, and visit the
Sobek Temple, which offers beautiful murals and
reliefs. Sail to Aswan and Overnight. (BLD)

Day 4 Sunday - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum,
which houses a magnificent collection of Pharaonic
antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut
Ankh Amun. Proceed to Old Cairo to visit Mohamed Ali
Mosque and the Cairo Citadel you will continue to visit
the Moallaqa Church and the Ben Ezra Synagogue,
the oldest Jewish synagogue in Egypt. Your tour will
stop at the Khan El Khalili Bazaar displaying and
selling all types of oriental goods. Balance of day at
Leisure. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)

Day 8 Thursday – Cruise: In the morning you will
visit the High Dam, and the Granite Quarries and the
Philae Temple. In the afternoon you will sail on the
Egyptian felucca to view the Elephantine Island, the
Botanical Gardens on Kitchen Island and the Aga
Khan Mausoleum. Overnight in Aswan. (BLD)
Day 9 Friday - Aswan / Cairo: In the morning you will
disembark from your cruise and transfer to the airport
for your flight to Cairo. Arrival Cairo in time for your
return flight to Toronto. (B)

Day 5 Monday – Cairo / Luxor: In the morning Day 10 Saturday - En Route: Early moring flight to
transfer to Cairo Airport for your flight to Luxor. Arrival Toronto. (B)
Luxor and transfer to your Nile Cruise for embarkation.
In the afternoon, visit the great Luxor Temple and the

EB1 & EB2 - Wonders of the Pharoh & The Red Sea
Day 1 Saturday – En Route:An overnight flight from Day 8 Saturday - Sharm or Hurghada: Day at
Toronto to Cairo.
leisure on the Red Sea. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 2 Sunday – Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo airport Day 9 Sunday- Sharm or Hurghada: Day at leisure
you will be met by our representative and transferred on the Red Sea. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
to your hotel. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 10 Monday – Red Sea / Luxor / Cruise:
Day 3 Monday – Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo. Transfer from Hurghada by land or from Sharm by air
Overnight at Hotel. (B)
to Luxor for embarkation. Arrival Luxor and transfer
Day 4 Tuesday – Cairo: After breakfast you will to Nile Cruise. Visit the great Luxor Temple and the
visit Memphis, the city of the God Ptah where the magnificent Karnak Temple of Amun with its famous
Alabaster Sphinx and the statue of Ramses II exists, Hypostyle Hall and the 134 huge columns, the Statue
Saqqara where the famous Unas Pyramid is located, of Ramses II, the Obelisk of Queen Hatsheput’s and
King Zoser Step Pyramid, Mastaba Tomb of TI. In the Scared Lake. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 11 Tuesday – Cruise: Visit the West Bank where
you will see some of the tombs in the Valley of Kings,
Valley of Queens, Hatshepsut’s Temple at Dier El
Bahari and the Colossi of Memnon. Sail through the
Day 5 Wednesday - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian locks of Esna to Edfu and Overnight. (BLD)
Museum, which houses a magnificent collection of Day 12 Wednesday – Cruise: Visit Horus Temple of
Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures Edfu, one of the beautiful temples of the Ptolemaic
of Tut Ankh Amun. In the afternoon you will visit Old Period. Sail to Kom Ombo and visit Sobek Temple,
Cairo. You will also visit Mohamed Ali Mosque and which offers beautiful murals and reliefs. Sail to
the Cairo Citadel, continue to visit the Moallaqa Aswan and Overnight. (BLD)
Church and the Ben Ezra Synagogue. Tour of Khan Day 13 Thursday - Cruise: Visit the High Dam, the
El Khalili Bazaar displaying all types of oriental goods Granite Quarries and the Philae Temple. You will sail
and hand crafts. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)
on the Egyptian felucca to view the Elephantine Island,
the afternoon, you will visit the great Pyramids of
Giza, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world.
Nearby is the mysterious Sphinx, a colossal lion with
a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)

Day 6 Thursday - Cairo / Sharm or Hurghada:
Transfer to Cairo Airport for your flight to Sharm or
Hurghada. Arrival and transfer to hotel. Overnight at
Hotel. (B)

the Botanical Gardens on Kitchen Island and the Aga
Khan Mausoleum. Overnight in Aswan. (BLD)

Day 14 Friday – Aswan / Cairo: Disembark from
your cruise and transfer to the airport for your return
Day 7 Friday– Sharm or Hurghada: Day at leisure flight to Cairo in time for your return flight to Toronto.
on the Red Sea or enjoy the many water sports or (B)
take one of our optional desert safari excursions. Day 15 Saturday – En Route: Early morning flight
Overnight at Hotel. (B)
to Toronto. (B)
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EC - Grand Egyptian Discovery
Day 1 Thursday - En Route: An overnight flight from and Haroeries Temple, continue to Aswan and
Toronto.
Overnight. (BLD)
Day 2 Friday – Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo Airport, Day 8 Thursday - Cruise / Aswan: Visit the Unfinished
you will be met by our representative assisted through Obelisk in the ancient Granite Quarries, the Old and
formalities and transferred to your Hotel.
New Dams, and Temple of Philae. In the afternoon
Day 3 Saturday – Cairo: Visit Memphis, the city of you will sail in a Felucca to view Kitchener’s Island,
the God Ptah and the capital of the oldest kingdom in the Botanical Garden, and the Aga Khan mausoleum.
the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the statue Overnight in Aswan. (BLD)
of Ramses II exists, Saqqara where the famous
Unas Pyramid is located, King Zoser Step Pyramid,
Mastaba Tomb of TI. In the afternoon, you will visit
the great Pyramids of Giza and the Sphinx, a colossal
lion with a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)

Day 4 Sunday – Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum,
which houses a magnificent collection of Pharaonic
antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut
Ankh Amun. In the afternoon you will proceed to
Old Cairo to visit the citadel of Salah El Din, and the
Mohammed Ali Mosque situated high above the city,
Continue to visit the Church of Abu Serga, Moallaqa
Church and Ben Ezra Synagogue. If you wish to
browse and shop, your tour will stop at the Khan
El Khalili Bazaar displaying and selling all types of
oriental goods. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)
Day 5 Monday - Cairo / Cruise: Transfer to Cairo
Airport for a flight to Luxor. Transfer to Nile Cruise for
embarkation. In the afternoon you will visit the Great
Luxor Temple and the magnificent Karnak Temple of
Amon with its Famous Hypostyle Hall and the 134
huge columns. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)

Day 9 Friday - Cruise /Kom Ombo: Optional
Sightseeing tour of Abu Simbel. In the afternoon
you will sail to Kom Ombo, continue to Edfu and
Overnight. (BLD
Day 10 Saturday - Cruise: In the morning you will
sail to Esna, continue to Luxor and overnight. (BLD)
Day 11 Sunday - Cruise / Luxor: This morning
you will visit the West Bank (Thebes) which
includes numerous tombs, including one of the
richest treasures in the world, the Tomb of Tut Ankh
Amun(optional), and other royal tombs including
Ramses VI in the Valley of the Kings. You will also
visit some of the beautiful colour tombs of the Valley
of the Queens, Hatshepsut’s Temple at Dier El Bahari
and the Colossi of Memnon. Spend your Afternoon at
Leisure. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)

Day 12 Monday - Luxor / Cairo: Disembark this
morning and transfer to Luxor Airport for your short
flight to Cairo. Arrival Cairo and transfer to Hotel.
Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 13 - Tuesday - Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo.
Overnight at Hotel. (B)

Day 6 Tuesday - Cruise / Luxor: Sail on your cruise
Day 14 - Wednesday - Cairo: Day at leisure in
along the Nile to Edfu and overnight. (BLD)
Cairo. Transfer in the evening to Cairo airport for your
Day 7 Wednesday - Cruise / Edfu: Visit the Horus departure. (B)
Temple, one of the three beautiful temples of the
Ptolemaic Period. Sail to Kom Ombo, to visit Sobek Day 15 - Thursday Enroute: Early morning flight to
Toronto. (B)

EC1& EC2 - Grand Egyptian Discovery & The Red Sea
Day 1 Thursday - En Route: Flight from Toronto to Day 5 Monday - Cairo / Cruise: Transfer to Cairo
Cairo.
Airport for a flight to Luxor. Transfer to Nile Cruise for
Day 2 Friday – Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo Airport, embarkation. In the afternoon you will visit the Great
you will be met by our representative assisted through Luxor Temple and the magnificent Karnak Temple of
Amon with its Famous Hypostyle Hall and the 134
formalities and transferred to your Hotel.
huge columns. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 3 Saturday – Cairo: Visit Memphis, the city of
the God Ptah and the capital of the oldest kingdom in Day 6 Tuesday - Cruise / Luxor: Sail on your cruise
the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the statue along the Nile to Edfu and overnight. (BLD)

will visit the West Bank (Thebes) which includes
numerous tombs, including one of the richest treasures
in the world, the Tomb of Tut Ankh Amun(optional),
and other tombs in the Valley of the Kings. You will
also visit some of the beautiful colour tombs of the
Valley of the Queens, Hatshepsut’s Temple at Dier
El Bahari and the Colossi of Memnon. Spend your
Afternoon at Leisure. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)

Day 7 Wednesday - Cruise / Edfu: Visit the Horus
Temple. Sail to Kom Ombo, to visit Sobek and
Haroeries Temple, continue to Aswan and Overnight.
(BLD)

Day 12 Monday - Luxor / Sharm or Hurghada:
Disembark and transfer from Luxor to Hurghada by
land or to Sharm by air. Balance of day at leisure on
the Red Sea. Overnight at Hotel. (B)

Day 8 Thursday - Cruise / Aswan: Visit the Unfinished
Obelisk in the ancient Granite Quarries, the Old and
New Dams, and Temple of Philae. In the afternoon
you will sail in a Felucca to view Kitchener’s Island,
the Botanical Garden, and the Aga Khan mausoleum.
Overnight in Aswan. (BLD)

Day 13 Tuesday - Sharm or Hurghada: Day at
leisure on the Red Sea. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 14 Wednesday - Sharm or Hurghada: Day at
leisure on the Red Sea. Overnight at Hotel. (B)

of Ramses II exists, Saqqara where the famous
Unas Pyramid is located, King Zoser Step Pyramid,
Mastaba Tomb of TI. In the afternoon, you will visit
the great Pyramids of Giza and the Sphinx, a colossal
lion with a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)

Day 4 Sunday – Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum,
which houses a magnificent collection of Pharaonic
antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut
Ankh Amun. In the afternoon you will proceed to
Old Cairo to visit the citadel of Salah El Din, and the
Mohammed Ali Mosque situated high above the city,
Continue to visit the Church of Abu Serga, Moallaqa
Church (Hanging Church) and Ben Ezra Synagogue,
the oldest Jewish synagogue in Egypt. If you wish
to browse and shop, your tour will stop at the Khan
El Khalili Bazaar displaying and selling all types of
oriental goods. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)

Day 15 Thursday - Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada
/Cairo: Day at leisure on the Red Sea. Overnight at
Day 9 Friday - Cruise /Kom Ombo: Optional tour Hotel. (B)
of Abu Simbel. In the afternoon you will sail to Kom Day 16 Friday - Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada /
Ombo, continue to Edfu and Overnight. (BLD
Cairo: Transfer to the Airport for return flight with a

Day 10 Saturday - Cruise: In the morning you will connection in Cairo. (B)
sail to Esna, continue to Luxor and overnight. (BLD) Day 17 Saturday - Enroute: Early morning flight to
Day 11 Sunday - Cruise / Luxor: This morning you Toronto.
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EC3 - The Egyptian Dream
Day 1 Saturday - En Route: Overnight flight from Day 8 Saturday - Dakhla / Kharga: Leaving Dakhla
Toronto to Cairo.
behind, you head to Kharga Oasis 190-km, where
Day 2 Sunday - Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo Airport, you check in to your hotel. In Kharga, you will visit El
you will be met by our representative assisted through Bagawat Cemetery, The Temple of Nadura, Kharga
museum and the temple of Hibis. Overnight at hotel
formalities and transferred to Hotel.
in Kharga Oasis. (BLD)
Day 3 Monday - Cairo: After breakfast visit Memphis,
the city of the God Ptah and the capital of the oldest Day 9 Sunday - Kharga - Luxor: After breakfast you
kingdom in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and will start your drive from Kharga Oasis to reach Luxor
the statue of Ramses II exists, Saqqara where the by noon. Balance of day at leisure and Overnight at
famous Unas Pyramid is located, King Zoser Step your hotel. (B)
Day 10 Monday - Luxor Cruise: In the morning you
will transfer from hotel to Nile Cruise for embarkation.
In the afternoon you will visit the Great Luxor Temple
and the magnificent Karnak Temple of Amon with its
Famous Hypostyle Hall and the 134 huge columns.
Day 4 Tuesday - Cairo: Today visit the Egyptian Overnight aboard your cruise in Luxor. (BLD)
Museum, this houses a magnificent collection Day 11 Tuesday - Cruise / Luxor: Today you will
of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden spend relaxing as you cruise along the Nile to Edfu
treasures of Tut Ankh Amun. In the afternoon tour of and overnight. (BLD)
Old Cairo to visit the citadel of Salah El Din, and the Day 12 Wednesday - Cruise / Edfu: In the morning
Mohammed Ali Mosque situated high above the city, you will visit the Horus Temple, one of the three
Continue to visit the Church of Abu Serga, Moallaqa beautiful temples of the Ptolemaic Period. Sail to Kom
Church (Hanging Church) and Ben Ezra Synagogue, Ombo, to Visit Sobek and Haroeries Temple, continue
the oldest Jewish synagogue in Egypt. Tour Khan to Aswan and Overnight. (BLD)
El Khalili Bazaar displaying and selling all types of
Day 13 Thursday - Cruise / Aswan: In the morning
oriental goods. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)
you will visit the Unfinished Obelisk in the ancient
Day 5 Wednesday - Cairo-Bahariya: After breakfast Granite Quarries, the Old and New Dams, and
you will start by driving from Cairo to Bahariya Oasis Temple of Philae. In the afternoon you will sail in a
a 370-km trip. Upon reaching Bahariya, start your city Felucca to view Kitchener’s Island, the Botanical
tour. In the afternoon we visit the temple of Alexander Garden, and the Aga Khan mausoleum. Overnight in
the great, tombs of the Nobles and the English Aswan. (BLD)
mountain. Overnight at your Hotel. (BLD)
Day 14 Friday - Cruise /Kom Ombo: Transfer in the
Day 6 Thursday - Bahariya White Desert: Start your morning to Aswan Airport for your trip to Abu Simbel
tour of the black desert and the dune area, stopping to (optional tour). Sightseeing of the temple and fly back
climb the 50meter dune. On route to Farafra we visit to Aswan and transfer to your cruise. In the afternoon
the crystal mountain, the area of wonders with the you will sail to Kom Ombo, continue to Edfu and
desert roses and the arch. Moving on we head to the Overnight. (BLD)
White Desert, we start exploring the formations and
naturally carved sculptors that resemble both human Day 15 Saturday - Cruise: In the morning you will
sail to Esna, continue to Luxor and overnight. (BLD)
and animal faces. Overnight at camp. (BLD)
Day 7 Friday - White Desert /Farafra/Dakhla: Day 16 Sunday - Cruise / Luxor: This morning you
Depart for Farafra Oasis 40-km by road to visit the will visit the West Bank (Thebes) which includes
city, bathe in the hot spring, visit the museum of Badr numerous tombs, including one of the richest treasures
“the local artist”, then move on to Dakhla Oasis 280- in the world, the Tomb of Tut Ankh Amun(optional),
km. Upon reaching Dakhla, we visit the Old Covered and other royal tombs including Ramses VI in the
City with its oil press, school, Courthouse and dwelling Valley of the Kings. You will also visit some of the
chambers, Muzzawaka & Deir El Hagar. Overnight at beautiful colour tombs of the Valley of the Queens
and Nobles, Hatshepsut’s Temple at Dier El Bahari
Hotel. (BLD)
Pyramid, Mastaba Tomb of TI, Tomb of Ptahotep.
In the afternoon, you will visit the great Pyramids of
Giza, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world.
Nearby is the mysterious Sphinx, a colossal lion with
a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)
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Alexandria

Cairo
Fayoum Oasis

Bahariya Oasis

Sharm El Sheikh
Hurghada

Farafra Oasis
Qina
Luxor
Dakhla Oasis

El Khargha Oasis

Edfu
Aswan

Abu Simbel

and the Colossi of Memnon. Afternoon at Leisure
Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 17 Monday - Luxor / Hurghada: In the morning
you will disembark and transfer by road from Luxor
to Hurghada. Balance of day at leisure in Hurghada.
Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 18 Tuesday - Hurghada: Day at leisure in
Hurghada. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 19 Wednesday - Hurghada / Sharm: Transfer
in the morning to Hurghada Pier for the ferry to cross
the Red Sea for Sharm El Sheikh. Day at leisure in
Sharm. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 20 Thursday - Sharm: Day at leisure in Sharm
El Sheikh. In the evening you will start trip to Mount
Sinai and St Catherines Monastery. (B)
Day 21 Friday - Sharm: You will have a chance to
climb Mount Moses and visit St Catherines Monastery
and return to Sharm and balance of day at leisure.
Overnight at hotel. (B)
Day 22 Saturday - Sharm / Cairo: Transfer in the
morning to Sharm Airport for a short flight to Cairo.
Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 23 Sunday - Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo.
Transfer in the evening to Cairo airport for your
departure. (B)

ED - Dahabiyya A Taste of Time
At the beginning of the 20th century, seduced by this quiet, leisurely and comfortable mean of
transport, Egypt’s monarchy, its entourage and other sophisticated travelers journeyed on the
Nile in style aboard these elegant “Dahabiyya” where gracious living, fine food and amenities
were fundamental to this unique and particular experience.
Today, these “Dahabiyya” have been revived with modern comfort and conveniences. Their
limited capacities cabins allowing their guests a romantic and intimate encounter with the essence of Egypt.
Day 1 Monday – En Route: An overnight flight from
Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 Tuesday – Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo Airport
you will be met by our representative assisted through
formalities and transferred to your Hotel

Egypt and the second largest after the Temple of
Karnak. Overnight beside a Nile island. (BLD)

Day 10 Wednesday – Djebel Silsileh, Kom Ombo:
Departure for Djebel Silsileh where the Nile flows
between two mountains. Here you will be among
the very few, as the larger vessel can only pass in
the distance. Visit the Temple of Hormoheb. Sail to
Kom Ombo where you will visit the Ptolemaic Temple
Day 6 Saturday – Cairo / Luxor: After breakfast,
of Sobek & Haroeries. Your Dahabeya will moor
transfer to Cairo airport for your flight to Luxor. Arrival
overnight alongside a Nile island. (BLD)
and transfer to your Dahabeya your sailing home
on the Nile for the next 7 nights. Relaxing on your Day 11 Thursday – Aswan: A leisurely day sailing
boat and enjoying modern amenities, discover Upper to Aswan mesmerized by enchanting and contrasting
Egypt’s exceptional sites at the rhythm of the wind. sceneries with the desert reaching the edges of the
While sailing and mooring at secluded island and Nile western shores while palms and vast spreads of
shores, you may have the opportunity to walk through greenery cover the East bank; All the while taking
fields, encounter Egyptian farmers, or have a meal in pleasure in the Jacuzzi on deck, sipping cocktails or
a pastoral landscape. Visit the West Bank including retreating to the tranquil indoor library. The Dahabeya
Valley of Kings and Queens, the Temple of Medinet will moor overnight in Aswan. (BLD)

Day 3 Wednesday – Cairo: visit Memphis, the
city of the God Ptah and the capital of the oldest
kingdom in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and
the statue of Ramses II exists, Saqqara where the
famous Unas Pyramid is located, King Zoser Step
Pyramid. Continue to visit the great Pyramids of Giza, Habu and the Colossi of Memnon. Overnight on the
one of the seven wonders of the ancient world and Nile banks of Luxor. (BLD)
the Sphinx, a colossal lion with a pharaoh’s head.
Day 7 Sunday - Luxor: After breakfast, visit the
Overnight at Hotel. (BL)
Temples of Karnak and Luxor. In the afternoon your
Day 4 Thursday - Cairo: After breakfast you will visit Dahabeya sails to Esna. On the deck you will watch
the Egyptian Museum, which houses a magnificent a panorama that has hardly changed from the time of
collection of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the Ancient Egyptians and where now rural Egyptians still
golden treasures of Tut Ankh Amun. In the afternoon live. Overnight on the Nile banks in Esna. (BLD)
you will visit Old Cairo to visit the citadel of Salah El
Din, and the Mohammed Ali Mosque, Continue to visit Day 8 Monday – Esna: Enjoy a day at leisure. Your
the Church of Abu Serga, Al Moallaqa Church and Dahabeya will be moored overnight in Esna. (BLD)

Ben Ezra Synagogue. Your tour will stop at the Khan Day 9 Tuesday – El Kab / Edfu: Departure for El Kab
El Khalili Bazaar the world’s largest 13th century and visit the necropolis (and for those who can walk
for about 2km, optional visit to the temple consecrated
covered oriental bazaar. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)
Day 5 Friday – Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo, to Nekhbet). Your Dahabeya will then sail to Edfu
where you will visit the Temple of Horus, the falcon(Optional tours available) Overnight at hotel. (B)
god, considered the best-preserved temple in Ancient
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Day 12 Friday - Aswan: In the tranquil city of
Aswan which was embraced by the Aga Khan and
where Lord Kitcheners created his fertile and exotic
botanical garden, you will visit the Aswan High Dam,
the Old Dam, and the Temple of Philae. Overnight in
Aswan. (BLD)

Day 13 Saturday - Aswan: After breakfast you will
say your farwell. Disembark from your Dahabeya
and transfer to Aswan airport for your short flight to
Cairo. Balance of day at leisure or choose one of our
optional daily tours. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 14 Monday – Enroute: Transfer to Cairo airport
in the evening for your departure. (B)
Day 15 Tuesday – Enroute: Early morning departure
for Toronto. (B)
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EF - Spirit of the Nile
Day 1 Tuesday - En Route: An overnight flight from for your flight to Abu Simbel. Arrival and transfer to
Toronto to Cairo.
Abu Simbel Cruise for embarkation. After lunch you
Day 2 Wednesday - Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo will visit Abu Simbel Temple, built 3000 years ago to
airport you will be met by our representative assisted honor Ramses II and his wife Queen Nefertari. this
through formalities and transfer to hotel. Balance of temple has remained nearly intact over the ages, was
rescued from the rising waters of Lake Nasser when
day at leisure. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
the High Dam was built. You can take the optional
Day 3 Thursday - Cairo: After breakfast you will tour of the Sound and Light Show at the Abu Simbel
start your sightseeing tour by visiting Memphis, the temple or relax on deck of your cruise. Overnight
city of the God Ptah and the capital of the oldest aboard in Abu Simbel. (BLD)
kingdom in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and
the statue of Ramses II exists, Saqqara where the Day 10 Thursday - Cruise: Sail in the morning on
famous Unas Pyramid is located, King Zoser Step Lake Nasser towards Kasr Ibrim and view the distant
Pyramid, Mastaba Tomb of TI, Tomb of Ptahotep. past of the Nubian civilization in its original location.
In the afternoon, you will visit the great Pyramids of View the temple of Kasr Ibrim from your cruise
Giza, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world. sundeck. Sail to Amada and visit the 18th. dynasty
Nearby is the mysterious Sphinx, a colossal lion with temple that was built during the reign of Thotmosis
the third and fourth. Visit the hemi-speos of Derr
a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)
dedicated by Ramses the third to the rising sun and
Day 4 Friday – Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo (Optional the tomb of Penout, the viceroy of Nubia. Sail to Wadi
Tours avaliable). Overnight at Hotel. (B)
El Seboua, dinner and overnight. (BLD)
Day 5 Saturday - Cairo / Luxor: Depart Cairo by Day 11 Friday - Cruise: Visit the temple of Wadi
air to Luxor. Arrival Luxor and transfer to your Nile El Seboua, dedicated by Ramses the third to Gods
Cruise for embarkation. In the afternoon, visit the Amon Ra and Ra Harmakis. Continue to visit the
great Luxor Temple and the magnificent Karnak temple of Dakka, dedicated to the God Thot, and the
Temple of Amun with its famous Hypostyle Hall and Greco Roman Temple of Meharakka Sail to Aswan,
the 134 huge columns, the Statue of Ramses II, the crossing of the Tropic of Cancer. Overnight aboard
Obelisk of Queen Hatsheput’s and the Scared Lake. your cruise in Aswan. (BLD)
Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 12 Saturday - Cruise Aswan / Cairo: After
Day 6 Sunday - Cruise: In the morning you will visit breakfast you will Disembark and continue to
West Bank (Thebes) where you will visit some on the visit Kalabsha Temple, with its Pharaonic aspect,
tombs in the Valley of Kings, Valley of Queens and remodeled into the Greco-Roman style and dedicated
Nobles, Hatshepsut’s Temple at Dier El Bahari and to the God Mandoulis. Transfer to Aswan Airport for
the Colossi of Memnon. Sail through the locks of your flight to Cairo. Arrival Cairo and transfer to your
Esna to Edfu and Overnight. (BLD)
hotel. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 7 Monday - Cruise: In the morning, visit the Day 14 Sunday - Cairo: After breakfast visit the
Horus Temple of Edfu, one of the three beautiful Egyptian Museum, which houses a magnificent
temples of the Ptolemaic Period. Sail to Kom Ombo, collection of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the
where you will visit the Sobek Temple, dedicated golden treasures of Tut Ankh Amun. Proceed to Old
to the two gods, which offers beautiful murals and Cairo to visit Mohamed Ali Mosque and the Cairo
reliefs. Sail to Aswan and Overnight. (BLD)
Citadel you will continue to visit the Moallaqa Church
Day 8 Tuesday - Cruise: In the morning you will
visit the High Dam, and the Granite Quarries and the
Philae Temple. In the afternoon you will sail on the
Egyptian felucca to view the Elephantine Island, the
Botanical Gardens on Kitchen Island and the Aga
Khan Mausoleum. Overnight in Aswan. (BLD)

and the Ben Ezra Synagogue, the oldest Jewish
synagogue in Egypt. For those who wish to browse
and shop, your tour will stop at the Khan El Khalili
Bazaar displaying and selling all types of oriental
goods. Overnight at Hotel. (BL)

Day 13 Monday - Cairo: Transfer in the evevning for
Day 9 Wednesday - Aswan / Abu Simbel / Cruise: your international flight to Toronto. (B)
Disembark from your cruise and transfer to the airport Day 14 Tuesday Enroute: Flight to Toronto
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Cairo

Suez

Fayoum Oasis

Bahariya Oasis

Farafra Oasis
Qina
Luxor
Dakhla Oasis
Edfu
Aswan

Abu Simbel

EL - along the nile cairo to aswan
Experience a unique Nile cruise beginning in Cairo ending sail in Aswan. Embark on a harmonious journey along the lifeline of Egyptian civilization. You will witness a lifestyle along the banks
of the river Nile that hasn’t changed since ancient times. You will also stop at many unique sites
that are rarely visited in most of the classic Egyptian tours.
Day 1 - En Route: An overnight flight from Toronto Day 10 Cruise - Abydos / Qena: In the morning visit
to Cairo.
Abydos, the burial site of the royalty from the 6th.,
Day 2 - Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo airport, you Dynasty. Overnight on board your cruise. (BLD)

Cairo

Taba

will be met by our representative assisted through Day 11 Cruise / Dendera: After breakfast visit the
formalities and transferred to hotel.
remains of the anceint city of Dendera prominently
Day 3 – Cairo: After breakfast visit Memphis, the city situated on the West bank of the Nile. This was one of
of the God Ptah and the capital of the oldest kingdom the most ancient and famous Egyptian cities. Within
in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the statue its enclosure are a number of other shrines in addition
of Ramses II exists, and Saqqara where the famous to the main gate temple. Inside houses the temple
Unas Pyramid is located, King Zoser Step Pyramid, of Hator and chaple of Isis impressing the beholder
Mastaba Tomb of TI. In the afternoon, you will visit the with its fine proportions Continue sailing to Luxor.
great Pyramids of Giza, one of the seven wonders of Overnight on board your cruise. (BLD)

Day 13 Cruise – Luxor / Esna : In the morning your
sightseeing in Luxor includes a visit to the West Bank
(Thebes) where some of the richest treasures in the
world exsts, including the Tomb of Tut Ankh Amon
(optional) and other royal tombs. You will be able to
visit some of these tombs as well as some of the
most colorful tombs in the Valley of the Queens. Visit
Hatshepsut’s funerary Temple at Dier El Bahari and
the Colossi of Memnon. In the afternoon you will sail
through the locks of Esna to Edfu and overnight.
(BLD)

Aqaba

Sharm El Sheikh
Hurghada
Safaga
Qina

the ancient world. Nearby is the mysterious Sphinx, Day 12 - Cruise / Luxor: In the morning, visit the
a colossal lion with a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at great Luxor Temple and the magnificent Karnak
Hotel. (BL)
Temple of Amun with its famous Hypostyle Hall and
Day 4 – Cairo: After breakfast you will visit the the 134 huge columns, the Statue of Ramses II, the
Egyptian Museum, which houses a magnificent Obelisk of Queen Hatsheput’s and the Scared Lake.
collection of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the Overnight aboard your cruise in Luxor. (BLD)
golden treasures of Tut Ankh Amun. Visit Old Cairo to
visit Mohamed Ali Mosque and the Cairo Citadel. You
will continue to visit the Moallaqa Church and the Ben
Ezra Synagogue, the oldest Jewish synagogue in
Egypt. For those who wish to browse and shop, your
tour will stop at the Khan El Khalili Bazaar. Overnight
at hotel. (BL)

Suez

Luxor
Edfu
Aswan

Abu Simbel

Day 5 – Cairo / Cruise / Beni Suef: Transfer to your
Nile cruise for embarkation. Sail along the Nile to Beni
Suef, famed in the Middle Ages for its textiles, lies on
the West bank of the Nile. drive to Fayyum and visit
the pyramid of Meidum. It is belived to have been built Day 14 – Cruise / Edfu / Kom Ombo: In the morning,
by Huni, the last king of the 3rd., Dynasty. Overnight you will visit the Horus Temple of Edfu, one of the
aboard your cruise. (BD)
three beautiful temples of the Ptolemaic Period. Sail
Day 6 – Cruise / Hawara / Minya: Enjoy a leisure and enjoy the view of the Nile till you reach Kom
day sailing along the Nile mesmerized by enchanting Ombo, where you will visit Sobek Temple, dedicated
and contrasting sceneries with the desert reaching to the two gods, which offers beautiful murals and
the edges of the westertn shores. Arrive in Minya. reliefs. Sail to Aswan and overnight. (BLD)
Overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)

Day 7 – Cruise / Beni Hasan: In the morning you
will explor the rock tombs of Beni Hasan, lying
on the East bank of the Nile. After lunch visit the
necropolis of Tuna El Gebel, housing the burial place
of Hermoupolis and the nearby funrary Temple of
Petosiris, Continue to Al-Ashmunein, and the city of
Khmunu. Overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)

Day 15 - Cruise / Aswan : In the morning you will
visit the High Dam, and the Granite Quarries and the
Philae Temple. In the afternoon you will sail on an
Egyptian felucca to view the Elephantine Island, the
Botanical Gardens on Kitchener Island and the Aga
Khan Mausoleum. Overnight in Aswan. (BLD)
Day 16 - Cruise Aswan / Cairo: Disembark from
your cruise. Take an optional tour of Abu Simbel.
transfer to the airport for your return flight to Cairo.
Arrive Cairo and transfer to your hotel. Balance of
day at leisure in Cairo (Optional tours in Cairo are
available). Overnight at Hotel. (B)

Day 8 Cruise - Tell El Amarna: Sail from Beni Hassan
to Assuit, and see Tell El Amarna on the East bank
of the Nile and once the anceint city of Akhenaten
meaning the horizon of the solar disk. Overnight on
board your cruise. (BLD)
Day 17 - Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo (Optional tours
Day 9 Cruise - Sohag / El Balyana: Today you will are available). Overnight at Hotel. (B)

enjoy a day of leisure sailing along the Nile. Just relax Day 18 - En Route: Transfer to Cairo Airport in the
or sunbathe on the deck of your cruise. Overnight on evening in time for your departure. (B)
board your cruise. (BLD)
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The Great Egyptian Oasis
Egypt’s Oasis are unspoild refuges from the modern world, pockets of civilization in the dramatic setting of the desert. distinctive dwellings with
elabortatly adorned inhabitants, surrounded by Palm groves and pigeon towers. Along the route, hot water sources and sulfur springs, white desert
with wild sand stone formation. The oasis is rich of secrets just waiting to be discovered, an exquisit natural beauty with a sence of timelessness.

EO1 - Siwa Oasis
Day 1 - Cairo / Siwa: Your Safari Journey will start
in the morning by driving from Cairo via the desert
road to Alamein. Continue on the Mediterranean
shore passing the city of Marsa Matruh. Arrival Siwa
Oasis and visit the Dead Mountain, Siwa house
museum and the old fortress of Shali. Continue to
visit the Alexander the Great Temple (Temple of the
Oracle) and the ruins of Amon temple. Take a swim in
Cleopatra’s pool. Drive to Dakrour Mountains known
for its hot sand which is believed to relive Arthritis
pain. Overnight at your hotel. (LD)

desert in a jeep. Swim in the salt and fresh waters of
the hot spring of Bir Wahid. Visit the Fossils mountain
where shells are abundant. Watch the sunset from
the mountain peak before retuning to your hotel for
overnight. (BLD)
Day 3 - Siwa: In the morning depart for Abou-Shrouf
with its clean sulphur spring. Visit the village of Zauton
and the old village of Abou-Shrouf, with its Roman
Olive Oil Press and the ancient Roman tombs.
Continue to visit Coraishet Spring and Ein Safi before
returning to Siwa. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)

Day 2 - Siwa: Morning at leisure or take a walk Day 4 – Enroute: After breakfast you will depart Siwa
through Siwa’s palm grove before heading out i to the Oasis heading back to Cairo. (B)

EO2 - Magical Oasis
Day 1 – Cairo/Bahariya: Drive from Cairo to Bahariya
Oasis a 370-km trip. Arrival Bahariya start the city tour.
In the afternoon we visit the temple of Alexander the
great, tombs of the Nobles and the English mountain.
Dinner and overnight at your Hotel. (BLD)

in the hot spring, visit the museum of Badr “the local
artist”, then move on to Dakhla Oasis 280-km. Upon
reaching Dakhla, we visit the Old Covered City with its
oil press, school, Courthouse and dwelling chambers,
Muzzawaka & Deir El Hagar, have lunch, dinner and
Day 2 - Bahariya White Desert: Drive to the black overnight at Hotel. (BLD)
desert and the dune area. We will stop to climb the Day 4 – Dakhla/Kharga: Leaving Dakhla behind, we
50meter dune. On route to Farafra we visit the crystal head to Kharga 190-km, where you check in to your
mountain, the area of wonders with the desert roses hotel. In Kharga, we visit El Bagawat Cemetery, The
and the arch. Moving on we head to the White Desert, Temple of Nadura, Kharga museum and the temple
we start exploring the formations and naturally carved of Hibis. Overnight at your hotel in Kharga Oasis.
sculptors that resemble both human and animal faces. (BLD)
Dinner and overnight at your camp. (BLD)
Day 5 – Kharga/Luxor: Drive from Kharga Oasis to
Day 3 - White Desert /Farafra/Dakhla: Depart for reach Luxor by noon. Balance of day at leisure and
Farafra oasis 40-km on road we visit the city, bathe Overnight at your hotel. (B)

EO3 - Taste the Oasis
Day 1 – Cairo / Alamein / Siwa: Your Safari Journey
will start in the morning by driving from Cairo via
the desert road to Alamein where you will visit the
WWII Museum and the war memorial. Continue on
the Mediterranean shore passing the city of Marsa
Matruh. Arrival Siwa Oasis and take a tour of the
village and fortress of Shalli. Overnight at your hotel.
(LD)

On route to Farafra we visit the crystal mountain,
the area of the wonders with The desert roses and
the arch. Moving on we head to the White Desert,
we start exploring the formations and wind carved
sculptors that resemble both human and animal
faces, We explore the formations that resemble the
surface Of a different planet. The night is spent in the
desert, dinner and overnight camping. (BLD)

Day 2 - Siwa / Great Sand Sea: After breakfast you
will visit Mountain of the Dead, Alexander the Great
Temple (Temple of the Oracle) and take a donkey drawn cart for a tour around the city before heading
off by car to the Great Sand Sea, where you will rest
or bathe at the hot spring of Bir Wahid. Dinner and
relax while looking at the stars. Overnight in tented
camping.

Day 5 - White Desert / Farafra / Dakhla: After
breakfast you will depart the White desert reaching
Farafra were you can tour the city or bathe in the hot
spring. Visit the museum of Badr “the local artist”,
continue to Dakhla Oasis. Upon reaching Dakhla, you
will visit the Old Covered City with its oil press, school,
Courthouse and dwelling chambers, Muzzawaka &
Deir El Hagar. Balance of day at leisure. Overnight in
Day 3 - Siwa / Bahariya: In the morning you can take the Hotel. (BLD)
a walk through Siwa’s palm grove before departing Day 6 - Dakhla / Kharga: Depart Dakhla Oasis and
toward Bahariya Oasis. You will travel the route of head for Kharga stopping at Labakha roman area,
Alexander the Great passing by Bahrein, Nawemisa and explore the dwellings area, the Temple and the
and Sitra Oasis. You will pass through the magnificent Spring. Arrivak Kharga and visit El Bagawat Cemetery,
sand dunes of the Great Sand Sea. Arrival at Bahariya and temple of Hibis. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Oasis and overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 7 – Kharga: Your continued journey to Luxor
Day 4 - Bahariya Oasis: In the morning you will drive will take you through the zigzag desert mountain rout
towards black desert and climb the 50 meter dunes. reaching the fertile banks of the Nile. (BL)
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EG - Pharoh’s Golf & Spa
Day 1 – En Route: An overnight flight from Toronto Bay (18 hole, 6646 yards, par 72). The naturally
to Cairo.
rolling course features cascading water and obstacles
Day 2- Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo airport you will be of natural streams as well as offering stunning view of
met by our representative assisted through formalities the Red Sea. You can have Thalasso or hydrotherapy
treatment as well as seaweed wrap, or underwater
and transfer to your hotel. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
massage treatment. Overnight at Hotel. (B).
Day 3 – Cairo: In the morning you will visit the great
Pyramids of Giza, one of the seven wonders of the Day 9 - Hurghada: Day at leisure or optional tour to
ancient world. Nearby is the mysterious Sphinx, a Giftun Island for snorkeling or take an optional tour to
colossal lion with a pharaoh’s head. Continue to a bedouin village. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Dreamland Golf and Spa resort to enjoy an 18 hole
game beside the pyramids (7205 yards, par 72) or
play a game of Tennis or have a treatment in the Spa,
wellness center. Overnight at Hotel. (B)

Day 4 - Cairo: After breakfast you will visit The the
Solaimaneyah Golf City (18 hole, 7004 yards par 72)
or spend time at the health club and spa. Overnight
at Hotel. (B)
Day 5 – Cairo: In the morning you can try the course
at Kattamiya Heights Golf Resort and Spa Health
Club (18 holes, 6800 yards, par 72). In the afternoon
you will visit the Egyptian Museum, which houses
a magnificent collection of Pharaonic antiquities,
especially the treasures of Tut Ankh Amun. (B)

Day 10 – Hurghada / Cairo: Transfer to Hurghada
Airport for flight to Cairo and transfer to your hotel.
Balance of day at Leisure. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 11 - Cairo: In the morning you can transfer to
JW Marriott Golf Club at Mirage City on the outskirts
of Cairo (18 hole, 6944 yards, par 72) or enjoy the
facilities of the health club, including sauna, jacuzzi
and steam room. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 12 – Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo (Optional
tours are available). Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 13 – En Route: Transfer in the morning to Cairo
Airport for your flight. (B)

Day 6 Wednesday 23 July – Cairo/Luxor: Transfer
to Cairo Airport for flight to Luxor. Transfer to your
hotel. Visit the Valley of the Kings, the Temple of
Queen Hatshepsut and the Colossi of Memnon on
the west bank. On the east bank you will vist the
magnificent Karnak and Luxor temples. Overnight at
Hotel. (B)
Day 6 – Luxor: Today you can golf at the Royal Valley
Golf Club (18 hole, 6735 yards, par 72), which offers
wonderful views of Luxor. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 7 - Luxor/Hurghada: Drive to the Red Sea resort
of Hurghada. Balance of day at leisure to enjoy many
of the aquatic activities. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 8 – Hurghada: After breakfast play a thrilling
game at the scenic Cascades Golf Resort at Soma

Amellal Hotel In Siwa Oasis
ADRÈRE AMELLAL is a world-class ecolodge built
from rock-salt using traditional architecture, local
materials and local skills. Spartan elegance while
dining on Limoges China and swimming in a springfed Roman pool. A venture aiming at providing a
native
setting that respects Siwa’s rich natural
assets and revitalizes its unique cultural heritage

Siwa. It’s a village leaning against a small limestone
mountain, on the edge of the turquoise waters of a
salted lake, with alleyways, terraces, stairways and a
natural spring with a pond.

There is no electricity, no air conditioners and no
telephone. Walls are made of salt-rock and palm is
used for roofing. The 39 rooms with simple furnishings
Siwa, the biggest oasis of Egypt, is 590km from carved from date palm trunks have an open view of
Alexandria and 810 km from Cairo.
Siwa Lake and the Great Sand Sea. The stone floors
ADRÈRE AMELLAL, meaning White Mountain in Siwi are covered with locally woven kilims (rugs); there is
Berber, is built in the desert, 16 km from the center of a shower, WC and basin but no toiletries other than
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Pears soap (or similar). Illumination is provided by
beeswax candles and oil lamps; decoration is in the
local Siwan style with rock frescos.
Doors and windows are strategically positioned
to capture the desert breeze. In winter, coal-filled
braziers are used for heating. Mainly organic food
grown or obtained locally is cooked in honey-glazed
clay pots.
This is not a deluxe hotel according to western norms
but a natural palace made of soil and salt; a special
place perfectly integrated. An art of living
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EH1-In the Footsteps of Jesus
Day 1 - En Route: An overnight flight to Cairo.

Anthony monasteries where the monks will explain
Day 2 - Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo Airport, you to you the spiritual beliefs of St. Anthony the very
will be met by our representative assisted through first christian monk. Drive to the Red Sea city of Ain
Sukhne. Overnight at hotel. (B)
formalities and transferred to Hotel.
Day 3 - Cairo: After breakfast visit the Egyptian Day 7 - Cairo: After breakfast start your return drive
Museum, where the relics and symbols of Ancient back to Cairo. Overnight at Hotel. (B)

Egypt and Christian artifacts are displayed. In the Day 8 - Sakha / Samanud: Start your road trip to the
afternoon, you will visit the great Pyramids and the town Sakha in Delta the home of a stone impression
nearby Sphinx. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
believed to be the footprint of Jesus, one that was
Day 4 - Old Cairo: Start your tour with Old Cairo where left as the Holy Family passed through this area.
you will visit the Hanging Church with its breathtaking Continue to nearby town of Samanud where ancient
icons, Abou Serga Church, Saint Barbara Church Christian documents fill the library. You will return to
and the synagogue of Ben Ezra which marks the Cairo and overnight at your hotel. (B)
spot where Moses was believed to have been found
by the Pharaoh’s daughter. Then visit the cave and
the tunnel where the Holy Family hid at the church of
Maadi on the Nile. Visit the church of Zeitoun, where
a vision of Mary in 1968 was seen by thousands of
worshipers. Continue to the churches at Mostorod
and Mary’s tree in Matariya where the Holy Family
sought shelter. Overnight at hotel. (B)
Day 5 - Desert Monasteries of Wadi Natrun: Depart
via the desert road for Wadi Natrun. You will visit
the monasteries of Al-Sorian, Al-Baramose, and St.
Pishoi. These are monasteries where Jesus visited
almost 2000 years ago. Return to Cairo and overnight
at hotel. (B)

Day 9 - The Mountain Of Fire (Deir Al Muharraq):
Depart south stopping at the Bent and Medum
Pyramids. Arrive at Deir al Muharraq the holiest spot
in Egypt for Christians, the stone altar believed to be
the bed of Jesus. Depart to Dronka near Assuit, where
the Holy Family boarded a boat for their return trip to
the Holyland. Overnight at your hotel in Assuit. (BLD)
Day 10 - El Minia - Ashmunayn / Gabel El-Teir: Start
your road trip north to El Minia where you will visit
Ashmunayn and Gabel el-Teir, both famous for visits
by the Holy Family. Continue to the mountainside
monastery of Gabel El-Teir famous site on the Holy
Family Trail. Overnight at a Nile River hotel. (BLD)

Day 11 - Cairo: In the morning start your return drive
Day 6 - Red Sea: Departure for the shores of the back to Cairo. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Red Sea. En route you will stop at Deir al Maimun to Day 12 - Enroute: Transfer to Cairo Airport for your
visit the Pharaonic tomb where St. Anthony lived for departure. (B)
more than 20 years. Continue to Saint Paul and Saint

EH2 - Egypt the Holy Land
Day 1 - En Route: An overnight flight from Toronto Day 7 – Abu Hinnis / Ansena: After breakfast you go
to Cairo.
further south to Abu Hinnis, a small Christian town.
Day 2 - Cairo: Arrival Cairo Airport where you will be Here you can tour an authentic country village and its
met by our representative assisted through formalities ancient churches. Or visit Ansena, an ancient ghost
town on the banks of the Nile that was visited by the
and transferred to Hotel.
Holy Family. A chance to climb to the caves of Abu
Day 3 - Cairo: Start your sightseeing by visiting the Hinnis, where you can view cave painting of the Holy
Egyptian Museum, where the symbols and relics of Family’s in Egypt by sixth century hermits. Return
Ancient Egypt and Christian are displayed. In the back to Cairo and overnight at your hotel. (B)
afternoon, you will visit the great Pyramids and the
Day 8 - Sakha / Samanud: Start your road trip to the
nearby Sphinx. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
town Sakha in Delta the home of a stone impression
Day 4 - Wadi Natrun: Depart via the desert road believed to be footprint of Jesus, one that was left as
for Wadi Natrun. You will visit the monasteries of the Holy Family passed through this area. Continue
Al- Sorian, Al-Baramose, and St. Pishoi. These are to nearby town of Samanud where ancient Christian
monasteries where Jesus visited almost 2000 years documents fill the library. You will return to Cairo and
ago. Return to Cairo and overnight at hotel. (B)
overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 5 - Old Cairo: Start your tour with Old Cairo where Day 9 - St. Catherines: Depart by road croosing the
you will visit the Hanging Church with its breathtaking Suez Canal for the Sinai Desert and St. Catherine’s
icons, Abou Serga Church, Saint Barbara Church Monastery. At St. Catherine’s you will see its extensive
and the synagogue of Ben Ezra which marks the library of ancient documents and hear the stories
spot where Moses was believed to have been found of the monastery as only the monks can tell them.
by the Pharaoh’s daughter. Then visit the cave and Overnight at your hotel in St Catherines. (BLD)
the tunnel where the Holy Family hid at the church of
Maadi on the Nile. Visit the church of Zeitoun, where Day 10 - St. Catherines / Cairo: A chance to climb
a vision of Mary in 1968 was seen to thousands of Mount Moses, thought to be where Moses received
worshiper. Continue to the churches at Mostorod and the 10 commandments from God. Those not inclined
Mary’s tree in Matariya where the Holy Family sought to climb this mountain can spend the day touring the
monastery, a beautiful facility with a deep history. In
shelter. Overnight at hotel. (B)
the afternoon, you will start your return trip back to
Day 6 - El Minia - Ashmunayn / Gabel El-Teir: Start Cairo. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
your road trip north to El Minia where you will visit
Ashmunayn and Gabel el-Teir, both famous for visits Day 11 - Cairo: Return back to Cairo. Overnight at
by the Holy Family. Continue to the mountainside Hotel. (B)
monastery of Gabel El-Teir famous site on the Holy Day 12 - Enroute: Transfer to Cairo Airport for your
Family Trail. At night stay at Nile River hotels. (BLD) departure. (B)
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Alexandria Extension Tours
Alexandria is the country’s main port and is known as pearl of the Mediterranean, once the center of culture in the Greco-Roman civilization. Visitors can find indication of its ancient splendor
in its excavations and museum. Its main attraction today is its beaches, some of the loveliest in
the Mediterranean.
Day 1 – Cairo/Alexandria: In the morning you will
be picked up from your hotel, transferred to either
the bus station or the train station for about a threehour ride to Alexandria, and transfer to your hotel and
overnight. (B)

Shuqafa where the tombs are distinctly Romanesque
but the sculpture and reliefs are the Egyptian gods,
and the recently excavated Roman Amphitheatre, you
will be directed to the under water site in the Eastern
Port of the newly discovered Cleopatra Temple and
Day 2 – Alexandria: After breakfast you will start on a then on to Pompeys Pillar which was erected in honor
full day sightseeing of Alexandria starting with National of The Emperor Diocletian. Overnight at hotel. (B)
Museum which contains artifacts that give you a Day 3 – Cairo: In the morning, you will transfer to
picture of the grandeur of Alexandria in its Greek and either the bus station or the train station for about
Roman days. You will stop at the newly built Library three-hour ride to Cairo. Arrival Cairo and transfer to
of Alexandria, one of modern architectures greatest your hotel. (B).
marvel. You will also visit the Catacombs of Kom El

St Catherines Extension Tours
The Sinai Peninsular plays a major role in biblical stories with Moses leading the Israelites out
of Egypt across the Red Sea into the Sinai desert. Mount Sinai is thought to be where Moses
received the Ten Commandments from God. The impressively fortified 6th century St Catherine’s
Monastery lies at the foot of the mountain on the holy site of the Burning Bush
Day 1 – Cairo / St Catherine’s: Depart Cairo in
the morning on your 5 hour drive to St. Catherine
in the Sinai Peninsula crossing the Suez Canal. St.
Catherines Monastry has a very rich history it has
been called the oldest working Christian monastery in
history. Overnight at Hotel. (D)

the Emperor Justinian between 527 and 565 AD. The
monastary was built on the site where it is believed
Moses saw the Burning Bush. It is a spectacular
setting for priceslees works of art. Overnight at Hotel.
You will have the oportunity to climb Mount Moses to
witness the sunrise. (B)

Day 2 – St Catherine’s / Mt Sinai: Visit St. Catherines Day 3 – St Catherine’s / Cairo: After breakfast you
Monastery, the Monastery was constructed by order of will begin your return drive to Cairo. (B)

Sharm El Sheikh Extension
Sharm el Sheikh is well known throughout the world for its magical sea and mystical Desert Mountains. The rich coral reefs provide some of the most exquisite diving sites in the world. Diving,
snorkeling, wind surfing and other water sports are abundant in area. The Sinai Desert and Mountains, offer safari adventure and excitement on jeep or camel.
Day 1 - Cairo / Sharm El Sheikh: Transfer to Cairo Sea, or you can choose from many optional tours and
Airport for a flight to Sharm El Sheikh. Arrival and safaris. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
transfer to your hotel. Overnight at Hotel.
Day 4 - Sharm El Sheikh: Day at leisure on the Red
Day 2 – Sharm El Khiek: Day at leisure on the Red Sea or you can choose from many optional tours and
Sea for swimming diving or just relaxing on the beach. safaris. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 5 – Sharm El Sheikh / Cairo: Transfer to Sharm
Day 3 - Sharm El Sheikh: Day at leisure on the Red Airport for your return flight to Cairo. (B)

Hurghada Extension
Hurghada is a water wonderland, 40-KM stretch of turquoise seashores and sandy beaches, desert,
and clear blue water. An amazing experience contrasting the arid desert landscape with the diversity of the sea-beds. Hurghada on the Red Sea Rivira is a small town that offers a unique atomsphere
for every one and a host to many amazing coral reefs, and exquisite marine life.
Day 1 - Cairo/Hurghada: Transfer to Cairo Airport for Day 4 - Hurghada: Day at leisure on the Red Sea.
a flight to Hurghada. Arrival and transfer to your hotel. You can choose from many of the available optional
Overnight at Hotel.
aquatic tours, diving, snorkelling, windsurfing, under
Day 2 – Hurghada: Day at leisure on the Red Sea water submarine or glass bottom boat trip. You can
for swimming diving or just relaxing on the beach. even experience a desert safari to visit a bedouin
village with camel riding. Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Overnight at Hotel. (B)
Day 3 - Hurghada: Day at leisure on the Red Sea, or Day 5 – Hurghada / Cairo or Luxor: Transfer to
you can choose from many optional tours and safaris. Hurghada Airport for your return flight to Cairo or
depart by road to Luxor to connect to your cruise. (B)
Overnight at Hotel. (B)
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Excursions From Cairo
Egyptian Museum

You will visit the Egyptian Museum in the center of
Cairo, which houses a magnificent collection of
pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures
of Tut Ankh Amun.

Islamic Cairo

Travel to Old Cairo where you will visit the 12th
century Citadel built by Salahaldin, you will also
visit the Sultan Hassan Mosque the pearl of Islamic
architecture and one of the most splendid Islamic
monuments in Egypt and walk across to Sultan
Old Cairo
Refai Mosque. Continue to El Azhar Mosque and the
You will proceed to Old Cairo to visit the Moallaqa nearby university. Continue to visit the El Azhar Park
Church called the hanging church it was built in the bulit by the Aga Khan of the Ismailie Moslem faith and
first century, near by Abou Serga Church built in the dedicated to the residents of the area.
4th century to mark the spot where the Holy family
rested. Continue to Ben Ezra Synagogue, the oldest Pharaonic Village in Cairo
Jewish synagogue in Egypt. If you wish to browse and The Pharaonic village, is a guided tour of a recreated
shop, your tour will stop at the Khan El Khalili Bazaar, model of an ancient Egyptian village featuring
displaying the selling all types of oriental goods.
buildings and a live show displaying a Pharaonic

Memphis and Saqqara

lifestyle. Your floating amphitheater will travel through
the canal of Mythology. Every where you look you will
witness part of ancient Egypt’s living life style. You
will see pottry making, weaving and construction of
papyrus boats. You will also see a replica of the Tut
Ank Amoun tomb in the Vallly of the Kings.

Fayoum Oasis

The nearest Oasis to Cairo, 65 miles south west of
the city. Witness a typical country setting with lush
green fields set off by vibrant colours with the blend of
desert and agriculture atmosphere. By the shores of
Lake Qarun you will visit the Pyramids of Amenemhat
III and Senousert II.

Sound & LightS at the Pyramids

An evening performance at the Giza plateaus.The
Pyramids and Sphinx are specially illuminated to tell
their story in the sound and light show. There are two
performances each night in different languages, and
starting times do vary according to the hour of dusk.

Alexandria

Depart Cairo early in the morning for about a three
hour drive via the Desert Road. The places of interest
that will be seen include the National Museum, the
New Library of Alexandria, the Royal Palace of Ras
El Tin, the Citadel in the Eastern Port. Drive along
the corniche to the white sandy beaches of Montazah
where you can view the surroundings of King Farouk
CHRISTIAN CAIRO
Start with the Coptic Museum located in old Cairo Palace.
which houses a rare collection of the first Christian
artifacts, architectural ruins, textiles, icons and old Baharia Oasis
manuscripts. The Hanging Church (El Muallaqa) 5th A day trip to the Bahariya Oasis west of Cairo. Walk
and 6th centuries located on top of the tower gate of around the village see the palm groves and the fruit
Pyramids and the Sphinx
the old Babylon fortress. St. Sergius (Abu Serga), a trees. Drive to the black mountains, the sand dunes
Visit the great Pyramids of Giza, Cheops Pyramid 4th century church, believed to have been built on the and the salt lake. Proceed to the mummies Hall at
is one of the seven wonders of the ancient world. spot where the Holy Family, rested at the end of their temple of Alexander and visit the water source of Ain
Nearby is the mysterious Sphinx, a colossal lion with journey into Egypt. Saint Barbara’s Church is a long- El Muftella that supplies water to the oasis.
a pharaoh’s head. Return to hotel.
lasting example of ancient of Coptic architecture.
A forty-minute drive from the city center on the edge
of the desert is the sight of the ancient burial city of
Memphis, the City of the God Path and the capital
of the oldest kingdom in the world. Little remains of
Memphis, except for few temple ruins, an alabaster
Sphinx and large statue of Ramses II. A few miles
further on bring you to Saqqara, the step Pyramid of
King Zoser, reputed to be the oldes pyramid in Egypt.
This fascinating site includes a visit to Mastaba Tomb
of Ti, Tomb of Ptah Hotep.

Excursions From Hurghada
Giftun Island

Transfer to the marina for a short sea trip to the
coral reef. Enjoy snorking for about an hour. The
boat will move to another snorkling area to view the
magnificent aquatic life. Continue to Giftun Island for
relaxation on the beach. Return to your hotel.

Desert Safari

You will be picked up from the hotel by Toyota
landcruiser 4x4 WD, then driven 35 km in the Eastern
desert of Egypt to a Bedouin village for a tour to see
their life, traditions then you will ride a camel and
witness the amazing sunset view with barbeque
dinner, mineral water and soft drinks included then
you will enjoy the oriental show and folkloric songs,
watching stars by night while driving back from
Bedouin village to your hotel in Hurghada.
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Egyptian Oriental Night

Alf Leila Wa Leila is the biggest entertainment center
in the Middle East you will view the sound and Light
show followed by the Arabian horse show, listen to
Egyptian music while watching oriental dancers. Live
music performances and folkloric dances in the tents,
the horse show of twenty Bedouin knights presenting
individual and group acrobatic games.

Submarine Trip

Take an underwater trip to discover the wonderful
marine life of the Red Sea, this is the only submarine
in the Middle East, It descends to a depth up to 22
meters where you can see different kinds of coral
reefs and colored fish. It is not necessary to be scuba
divers.
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Excursions From Sharm El Sheikh
St Catherine’s Monastery

An early morning start to this excursion begins with
a few hours drive from Sharm to St. Catherine’s
Monastery. Start to climb Mount Moses, which is
the highest peak in Egypt and It is believed that it
is the mountain where Moses received the Ten
Commandments. You can watch the sunrise from the
summit and on a clear day you can see over all of
Sinai and even to the Red Sea. After descending from
the mountain you will be able to visit St Catherine’s
Monastery which is the oldest known, continually livedin monastery in the world and is still functioning today.
The Monastary houses Greek Orthodox Monks, and
a collection of Icons and library of scriptures second
only to the Vatican in Rome.

Coloured Canyon Safari Excursion

Early departure from your hotel by a 4x4 jeep driving
through the amazing Sinai desert to reach the
Coloured Canyon from where you will begin your
hike into the Canyon. From the Canyon, proceed to
Nuweiba by road, where you can go snorkelling and

have lunch. Continue your drive to Dahab which is
one of the most picturesque places on th the Red
Sea. Return back to Sharm.

Abu Galum Safari Excursion

Take a trip in a jeep to the most picturesque protected
area of Abu Galum with its high mountains, narrow
sinuous valleys and raised fossil coral reefs. Arrival
in Dahab you go first to the most beautiful dive and
snorkelling site in the Red Sea called “The Blue Hole”.
Enjoy swimming and snorkelling, riding a camel and
lunch with the Bedouins. You then visit the town of
Dahab on the return journey to your hotel.

Ras Mohamed

Egypt’s National Park is an area of stunning geological
features both on land and under the water. Enjoy a
tour of the park and a chance to explore the amazing
rock formations and wild coastline. A totally protected
area free from all buildings making the coral reef one
of the best in the world. Snorkel in the Red Sea and
watch as the brightly coloured fish swim around you.

Excursions From Aswan
Abu Simbel - By Air Or Land

After the pyramids, Abu Simbel is one of Egypt’s most
famous sites. The temple there was built 3000 years
ago to honor RamsesII and his wife, Queen Nefertari.
Four powerful figures of the pharaoh stand over 60
feet tall. This temple, which has remained nearly intact
over the ages, was rescued from the rising water of
Lake Nasser by a team of UNESCO engineers, by
cutting the entire structure, moving it stone by stone
and reassembling it from 1964 to 1968. Abu Simbel
is one of the world’s best travelled attractions and
should not be missed. Please book the Abu Simbel

option when you make your initial reservation. The
tour cost includes return ticket from Aswan. The flight
takes about half an hour and the sightseeing visit of
the temple lasts about one and a half hours.

Nubian Village

Take a peaceful and scenic sail boat ride along the
Nile before coming to a Nubian village. Here you will
have the opportunity to walk around, maybe do some
shopping in the roadside stalls and enjoy a visit to a
local home for a cold drink and see how they go about
their daily life.

Excursions From Luxor
Valley Of The Kings and Queens

Cross the Nile River by ferry to the West Bank
(Thebes). Consecrated as one enormous necropolis
for the burial of the Kings, Queens and Nobles of the
New Kingdom. This is one of the most spectacular
ancient sights in the wold. The tour includes a visit
to selected tombs in the Valley of the Kings and
the (optional) visit to one of the richest treasures in
the world: the Tomb of Tut Ankh Amun. Continue to
visit the beautiful colored tombs in the Valley of the
Queens, Hatshepsut’s funerary temple at Dier El
Bahari and the Colossi of Memnon.

Karnak An d Luxor Temples

Your tour will include a visit to Luxor Temple,
constructed by Amenhotep III and Ramses II as the
southern sanctuary of god Amon. The colonnades
of the Court Amenhotep III are the most graceful in
Egypt and the Avenue of the Sphinx once connected
the Temples of Luxor and Karnak. The next visit will
be to the magnificent Karnak Temple of Amun with its
famous Hypostyle Hall, the Statue of Ramses II, the
Obelisk of Queen Hatshepsut and the Sacred Lake.

Abydos and Denderah

An early start to this excursion begins with a drive to
Abydos, the home of the Legend of Osiris. It is here
that Osiris was resurrected after having been killed

by his brother Seth. And allowed to continue powers
as Lord of the Afterlife. The Temple of Denderah is
dedicated to Hathor, goddess of joy, dance and love
who was reputed to have had healing powers and the
sick journeyed here to be cured.

Sound and Light show at Karnak

This a a magnificent show where you can walk
through the temple experiencing sound and light.
The show starts with a historical introduction to
Karnak including its construction. Other highlights of
the show include a poetic description of the artistic
treasures and great legacy which the Karnak Temple
encloses plus a mystical narration of the Pharoah’s
lives and achievements. An experience not to be
forgotten.

BALLOONING IN Luxor

(morning tour): Discover the spectacular beauty
of Luxor from the air. You will be transferred by
motor boat to the West Bank for a stunning 35 - 50
minute balloon ride. Whilst on your trip you will see
a stunning sunrise, ariel view of the West Bank
(Thebes) including Hatshepsut’s Temple and many
other temples and sites. If you depart from the East
Bank you will be able to see the sites of the Karnak
and the Luxor Temples. Please note site seeing
opportunities depend on wind speed and direction

For Updated Pricing Visit: lotusholidays.ca
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Terms & Conditions
Deposit:
A deposit of C$1500.00. per person is required at
the time of booking. Final payment is due not later
than 60 days prior to departure
Cancellations:
If Cancellation is necessary, please advise your
travel agent in writing. In the case of all holidays
other than those which include special class of air
fares and/or charters flights the following cancellation charges will apply. C$1500.00 is non-refundable if cancellation is more than 60 days before
departure. From 30 to 60 days of departure 50%
is nonrefundable. Within 30 days of departure the
total amount is non-refundable
Rates:
All rates are in Canadian dollars, and are based
on double occupancy at the rate of exchange at
time of print. The fluctuation in the exchange rate
in the last few years for the U.S. dollar has been
great, the exchange rate will be considered at time
of booking and that may result in an increase or a
decrease in the sell rate. All rates are subject to
change without prior notice.
Passport & Visas:
Most passengers visiting Egypt require a valid
Canadian passport for at least six months and a
visa. If you are the holder of passport other than
Canadian it is your responsibility to contact the
relevant Embassy of the country you are traveling to. Passengers who have had their passport
stamped in Israel will not be allowed entry to Syria
or Lebanon.
Disclaimer Of Responsibility:
(1) 1865924 Ontario Inc. operating as Lotus Holidays, its affiliates and related persons act only as
ticketing agents for hotels, airlines, bus companies, railroads, Cruise ship lines and those providing accommodations, transportation, meals,
tours, sightseeing, or other pertinent services. All
coupons, vouchers, exchange orders, receipts,
contracts and tickets issued by Lotus Holidays are
issued subject to all tariffs, terms and conditions
under which the services are provided, by such
hotels, airlines, bus companies, railroads, steamship lines and others. By the accepting of such
coupons, vouchers, exchange orders, receipts,
contracts and tickets, each tour member agrees to
the foregoing and also agrees that Lotus Holidays,
shall not be liable or responsible for any loss, injury, or damage to personal property or otherwise
in connection with any transportation, accommodation, meals, tours, sightseeing, or other services
referred to herein, or resulting from the negligence
or default of any person, firm, corporation or other

entity supplying the same. Furthermore, each tour
member, for himself, his heirs and assigns, that if
such tour member, his heirs and assigns, should
commence litigation against Lotus Holidays which
litigation does not result in the entry of judgement
against Lotus Holidays then such tour member,
heirs and assigns, shall indemnify and hold Lotus
Holidays harmless against all costs and expenses
of litigation including all their attorney’s fees.
Lotus Holidays or its operator has no responsibility
for losses or additional expenses incurred due to
delay or changes in air, and or other services, sickness, weather, strikes, war declared or undeclared,
quarantine or other causes. All such losses shall
be borne by the passenger(s). Any refund shall not
exceed the amount paid by the passenger for land
tour services only, excluding any airfares. Baggage is at owner’s risk at all times. Any transport
or conveyance companies mentioned or provided
shall have no responsibility or liability during the
time passengers are not on board the particular
transport or conveyance. Each ticket or coupon issued as to the tour and the passage contact in use
by the transport or conveyance companies mentioned or provided, when issued, constitutes the
sole contract between them and the purchasers of
these tours and or the passenger. Any IATA carrier
may be used in conjunction with Lotus Holidays
programs.
(2) It is understood that Lotus Holidays maintains
no control over equipment, facilities, operations or
employees of the travel suppliers and thus, cannot offer any guarantee or warranty with respect
to the travel service to be provided. Lotus Holidays
therefore shall assume no responsibility for any or
any other person not under the direct control of
Lotus Holidays. The customers agree that Lotus
Holidays shall not be financially responsible for the
effects of such acts or omission, and that any gratuitous efforts made by Lotus Holidays in mitigation
shall be made without obligation and without any
admission of liability.
The Government of Ontario requires residents of
Ontario travelling outside of the province to be advised that there may be different living standards
and conditions with respect to the provision of
utilities, services and accommodations outside of
Ontario.
The sequence of sightseeing and itineraries is
subject to change without notice. Hotels and cruise
ships mentioned in the brochure or in the travel
voucher are also subject to change without notice
and similar category accommodation will be substituted.

Passengers will be grouped on transfers and
sightseeing in private cars or buses. The sightseeing tours are conducted in language of choice
(French or English). The times allocated for sightseeing are approximate and are left to the discretion of the guides. The entrance fees included in
the sightseeing are those of the main gate. Any
sub-entrance fees to certain rooms or tombs, for
example to the Mummy Room at the Cairo Museum or the Tut Ankh Amon Tomb in the Valley of the
Kings are not included in the sightseeing and could
be paid locally. Please note that sightseeing is affected by many factors including weather, opening and closing times of the sites and travel time
and traffic etc. In the unlikely event that the site
might be closed a suitable visit to a different site
may be substituted. It is customary for the guide to
end the day of sightseeing by visiting a commercial
perfume shop, papyrus institute or carpet factory.
Sailing the Nile on a cruise is a marvelous experience but can be affected by many factors, water
level, waiting time at the Esna lock. The Esna Lock
closes at certain times of year for maintenance.
On these sailing dates most cruises will sail from
Aswan to Esna (the major part of the sailing time)
the Luxor sightseeing will operated by buses from
Esna.
It is understood that by making a booking that you
would have read and accepted these terms and
conditions.
Tours Do Not Include The Following:
- Tourist visas for all countries.
- All meals not specified
- Soft drinks, alcoholic beverages or bottled water
with meals
- Items of a personal nature, i.e. laundry, room
service, telephone calls, etc.
- Tips and gratuities to drivers, guides, porters,
waiters, etc.
1865924 Ontario Inc. O/A Lotus Holidays
2942 Finch Ave. E., Suite 120
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada, M1W
Ontario Reg. 50019733
For Travel Agency Call (416) 751 - 7025
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Canadians Travelling to other parts of the world
should be advised that there may be diffrent living
standards and conditions with respect to Accommodations, utilites and services.

Your Tr avel Agent

Please contact your travel agency for add ons from other Canadian cities.

